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Abstract

Agricultural spray characteristics determine the efficiency of a pesticide ap-

plication because size and velocity affect droplet trajectory and impact behavior.

At present, the relevance of different characterization techniques remains contro-

versial since discrepancies may be significant between measurements performed

in different laboratories.

A digital image acquisition technique and analysis algorithm is proposed for

droplet size and velocimetry measurements as an alternative to well-established

techniques such as the Phase Doppler Particle Analyzer (PDPA) or laser diffrac-

tion spectrometry (LDS). The algorithm requires double exposed shadow im-

ages acquired in a back-lighted arrangement with a Particle Image Velocimetry

(PIV) camera and a pulsed light emitting diode (LED). Spatial illumination het-

erogeneities are corrected by subtracting from each image a mean background

acquired on several images without any particle. The algorithm accuracy is

ensured by the rejection of out-of-focus particles using a focus parameter de-

pending on gradient intensity at the particle edges. Thresholds for focus particle

selection were determined by studying the evolution of the focus parameter and

the error on particle size measurements from images containing droplets with
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uniform size at various distance of the object plane. Selected droplets were

identified on both pairs of images to determine their size and velocity. Droplet

size distributions were corrected to account for the uneven sampling probability

caused by the volumetric method.

Droplet size distributions of a set of reference nozzle/pressure combinations

defined in the ISO/DIS 25358 were measured. The image technique was able to

distinguish each of the reference sprays well. Comparison with PDPA measure-

ments showed that the imaging technique tends to measure an equivalent Dv50,

a lower Dv10 and a higher Dv90 leading therefore to a higher relative span fac-

tor. Velocity measurements showed good agreement between both techniques

except for one nozzle/pressure combination.

Keywords: Droplet sizing, digital image analysis, agricultural spray, ISO/DIS

25358

1. Introduction

Droplet size and velocity distributions determine the overall treatment effi-

ciency as they influence two specific steps of the pesticide application process,

namely deposition and retention (Zabkiewicz, 2007). Deposition corresponds

to the droplet transport from the nozzle to the target (weeds, insects, plant5

pathogens, etc.) or the amount of pesticide directed within the target area.

Deposition efficiency is then defined as the ratio between the volume of droplet

that reaches the target and the total volume sprayed. Deposition is optimized

when the probability of a droplet to collide with the target is maximal consid-

ering the whole droplet size and velocity distributions. Physical transport of10

droplets (Wang et al., 1995; Walklate, 1987) and spray drift potential (Holter-

man et al., 1997; Lebeau et al., 2011; Teske et al., 2002) have been investigated

and modeled intensively based on spray characteristics (droplet size and veloc-

ity distributions) and environmental conditions (release height, meteorological

conditions, etc.) to improve deposition. Retention is the part of the deposited15

volume effectively retained by the plant. Its efficiency is determined by the
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contribution of each spray droplet during impact on the target (Massinon et al.,

2015). The impact behavior depends on droplet and surface properties (Rein,

1993). Flying insect control, such as mosquitoes, requires small droplets (≤ 50

µm) for maximizing retention but are, however, airborne for a longer time than20

large droplets. Herbicide treatment usually involves larger droplets (200-300

µm) which are less sensitive to drift than small droplets but leading to droplet

rebound and fragmentation during impact on the target. Nozzle classification

according to droplet spectrum is an indicator for the most appropriated treat-

ment for a given product and target.25

The first nozzle classification was developed by the British Crop Protection

Council (BCPC) in 1985. Droplet size distributions of test nozzles are compared

to those of a set of reference nozzles which delimit the midpoint between five

size classes, from very fine to very coarse. The classification was improved to

include spray drift potential and reference classification curves were changed30

from midpoints to thresholds (Southcombe et al., 1998). The American Society

of Agricultural Engineers (ASAE) further expanded this classification with an

additional extra-coarse class for anti-drift nozzles (Hewitt et al., 1998). Inter-

laboratory (round-robin) evaluations are often performed using the same set of

reference nozzles to compare spray quality classification between methods (Fritz35

et al., 2012) and to account to the weak uniformity in the manufacturing of

commercial nozzles (Womac, 2000). These measurements showed considerable

differences between methods.

Aside agriculture, measurement of particle size and velocity is common in

various domains including fire safety (Widmann, 2001; Zhou et al., 2012), phar-40

maceutical delivery (Liu et al., 2010), engine technology (Li et al., 2011), geo-

morphology (Kang et al., 2008), painting (Snyder et al., 1989) and food tech-

nology (Kwak et al., 2009). This resulted in many measurement methods with

different advantages and drawbacks. Most of the non-intrusive techniques are

optic based, i.e., Phase Doppler Particle Analyser (PDPA), Laser Diffraction45

Spectrometry (LDS), imaging techniques (Shadowgraphy, PDIA). PDPA mea-

sures particle size and velocity from the light scattered by a particle moving
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through a measurement volume, which is defined by the interference of two

focused laser beams. PDPA measurement requires liquid optical properties (re-

fractive index) and is limited to spherical particles (Damaschke et al., 1998).50

LDS measures the diffraction pattern formed by the particles inside the probe

volume. Droplet size distribution is found by using the complete Mie theory or

the Fraunhofer approximation of the Mie theory on the recorded diffraction pat-

tern (ISO 13320:2009). This method provides spatial measurement of particle

size distribution without information on particle velocities. PDPA and diffrac-55

tion methods require coherent light source from laser and dedicated electronics

and optics, which induce a high cost.

Particle/Droplet Image Analysis (PDIA), usually performed in back-lighted

arrangement is often referred as shadowgraphy. Particles that are significantly

bigger than the light wavelength located in the probe volume, which is defined60

by the camera field of view and the depth of field, intercept the light and cast

their shadows on the camera sensor. Particle size and centroid coordinates are

determined by digital analysis of these shadows. Velocity measurement requires

a tracking algorithm that identifies the same particle on two successive frames.

This set-up provides spatial and temporal measurement of particles. This ar-65

rangement offers relatively low influence of particle shape and liquid optical

properties on particle size and velocity measurement (Lecuona et al., 2000) and

requires no delicate optic alignment. Accuracy of the particles size measure-

ment is determined by the device’s ability to correctly identify particle edges.

In an ideal case, the contrast between particle and background is high and lim-70

its are easily established using the higher intensity gradient on image. Because

of out-of-focus phenomena and motion blur, the contrast may be lower, induc-

ing uncertainties and errors on particle size measurement. Motion blur can be

avoided by adjusting exposure time or light pulse length depending on particle

velocities. Out-of-focus effect is dealt using a parameter that expresses the fo-75

cus degree of the particle according to two main approaches: the ratio between

intensity gradient on particle boundary and the contrast between particle and

background (Lecuona et al., 2000), or the area of the gray halo around particle
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shadow (Kashdan et al., 2003). Based on this parameter, the out-of-focus par-

ticles can be rejected by thresholding. The suited threshold level is chosen after80

determining size and focus level of known size particle at different positions

around the object plane by calibration. The threshold level determines also

the depth of field of the measurement volume, which is defined by the distance

along the optical axis over which the uncertainty results in an acceptable error

on the measured diameter. Depth of field grows typically with the particle size85

(Kashdan et al., 2003).

The rapid development of imaging equipment during the last decade makes

shadowgraphy an even easier to use and a cheaper alternative to scatter or

diffraction based measurement methods for micro-metric particles. A digital

Particle Image Velocimetry (PIV) camera combined with standard optics and90

pulsed Light Emitting Diodes (LED) arrays as light source provide a relatively

low cost acquisition system. This multipurpose equipment can also be used

for qualitative observations such as liquid sheet break-up (Cousin et al., 2012)

or agricultural spray impact retention (Massinon and Lebeau, 2012; Massinon

et al., 2014), what results in a very versatile tool for laboratories involved in95

spray application processes.

The aim of this paper is to gather recent developments in shadow image pro-

cessing needed to develop an accurate, versatile and low-cost tool to characterize

agricultural spray quality. The technique was evaluated with a high-speed PIV

camera combined with a pulsed LED array back-light source. The developed100

tool was assessed by characterizing the droplet size distribution of the 6 spray

quality boundaries defined by in ISO/DIS 25358 standard for the classification

of droplet size spectra from atomizers. The results obtained with the imaging

technique were compared with PDPA measurements.
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2. Materials and methods105

2.1. Experimental set-up

Shadowgraphy involved a back-lighted arrangement for image acquisition

(Figure 1). A PIV camera (X-Stream XS-3, Integrated Design Tools, Tallahas-

see, FL, USA) coupled with high magnification optics provides a field of view

of 10 mm x 12 mm at a working distance of 130 mm. The spatial resolution110

is equal to 9.7 µm/pixel. With this magnification factor, droplets with a di-

ameter ranging from 40 to 3500 µm can be measured. A custom made 72 W

LED array (24 Luxeon III Star White) was placed 500 mm from the camera.

A LED-controller (PP600F, Gardasoft Vision, Cambridge, UK) provided re-

peatable intensity control of the LED lighting. Possible shortest pulse length115

provided by the illumination system was 1 µs and was triggered by the image

acquisition. Digital images were 1024 x 1280 matrices in which each value is

the light intensity recorded by a camera pixel. In order to avoid motion blur

a short exposure time was used (3 µs). Using the double exposure mode of

the PIV camera, two consecutive images were acquired within a short time (38120

µs) allowing the computation of the droplet displacements and subsequently

the droplet velocities. The probe volume of this technique corresponds to the

volume in which the droplets appear sharp enough to be measured with an ac-

ceptable error (≤ 5 %). A droplet has to appear in both frames of a pair of

images to be taking in account. Hence the size of the probe volume is decreasing125

with the droplet speed. Calibrations showed that this volume is a rectangular

parallelepiped with a maximum size of 10 x 12 x 1 mm3.

2.2. Image processing

Figure 2 presents the main steps for image processing starting from the

raw image. In the first step, raw image quality is improved by background130

subtraction (§2.2.1). As the background changes with optics alignment and

camera settings, the background images have to be taken with the exact same

set-up. In a second step, the image segmentation is performed in two phases.
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Figure 1: Shadowgraphy set-up used for the image acquisitions.
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Figure 2: Main steps of the droplet sizing algorithm illustrated with the example of the

selection of droplets starting from a raw image.

Firstly, the droplets present on the images are identified and isolated in sub-

images (§2.2.2). Secondly, each droplet is individually segmented from the local135

background using by the Canny edge detection algorithm (Canny, 1986) (§2.2.3).

Finally, the out-of-focus particles are rejected on the basis of a focus parameter

in order to ensure an accurate sizing (§2.2.4).

2.2.1. Background subtraction

Correction for the spatial illumination heterogeneity consists of subtracting140

the background from each image. A composite background is then generated

from the 80 percentile of each pixel intensity on a set of 50 images. Finally,

after the background subtraction the image gray level is rescaled in a way that
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1 % of pixels are saturated (i.e. equal to 0 or 255) to maximize image contrast,

independently of the acquisition conditions.145

2.2.2. Droplet localization

The droplet shadows present a variable gray level depending on the droplet

size, degree of focus and local illumination. Consequently, there is no unique

threshold adapted for an accurate segmentation of all droplets. Therefore, each

droplet is analyzed individually in order to take into account the local image150

context. The first localization step of the droplets is achieved by computing the

light intensity gradient on the whole image using Sobel’s filters. The highest

intensity gradients generally correspond to object boundaries. Therefore, the

chosen threshold should be sufficiently low to detect all droplet boundaries,

but high enough to limit the noise effect. Objects are then defined as the155

surface delimited by boundaries. Objects smaller than 4 pixels width and objects

truncated by the edge of the image are rejected because of the weak measurement

accuracy. Centroid coordinates are computed for the retained objects, which are

isolated in sub-images for subsequent object sizing.

2.2.3. Droplet sizing160

Segmentation of sub-images is realized by the Canny edge detector (Canny,

1986). This method finds object edges based on the maxima of the local gra-

dient values. It provides a 1 pixel thin continuous response corresponding to

highest values of local gradient maxima. Making the hypothesis that this re-

sponse corresponds to droplet shadow boundaries, droplet size is determined by165

computing the inner area defined by the edge.

2.2.4. Out-of-focus droplet rejection

Rejection of out-of-focus particles is essential for an accurate particle sizing.

Droplet degree of focus is related to the distance between the particle and the

focal plane. Selection of particles with a minimal degree of focus determines the170

depth of field measurement and, consequently, the sampling volume. A well-

focused object exhibits a sharp transition with the background at its boundaries,
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while the degree of focus decreases as a droplet moves away from the focal plan

and a larger gray halo appears around the object. Gradient intensity at particle

boundaries increases with particle degree of focus. Based on this observation, a175

focus parameter adapted from the in-focus parameter of (Lecuona et al., 2000)

is proposed:

Focus parameter =
gradbound

Iobject − Iback
(1)

where gradbound is the intensity gradient value on the object boundaries, Iobject

and Iback are gray levels of the object and the background, respectively. To avoid

effect of noise or the bright spot caused by light scattering, these last values are180

obtained with a rank order filter such as median value. This focus parameter

is less sensitive to local illumination variations since it is based on the contrast

between the object and the local background. Thresholds for focused particle

selection were determined by studying the evolution of the focus parameter and

the error on particle size measurement from images containing uniform droplets185

with a known size at various distance of the object plane. This was achieved

using a custom-made droplet generator that produces a continuous stream of

equally spaced and mono-sized droplets. The generator produce a round jet

which is broken into droplets by stimulating the Plateau-Rayleigh instability at

an optimal frequency by mechanical vibrations (Sirignano and Mehring, 2000).190

Five glass nozzles producing droplets of 111, 157, 208, 351 and 516 µm were

used. The droplet diameters at optimal perturbation frequency were calculated

by the following equation:

d = 3

√
6Q

πf
(2)

where d is the droplet diameter [m], Q is the flow rate measured by bucket

method [m3/s] and f is the perturbation frequency [Hz]. The stream of droplets195

was shoot with an oblique direction in respect to the focal plane. Examples of

oblique droplet streams are presented in the Figure 3a. By recording around

hundred pictures, a continuous expression of the focus parameter and the rel-

ative error on the droplet size measurements could be expressed in respect to

the focal plane distance (Figures 3b and c). Thresholds of the focus parameter200
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Figure 3: Oblique shoot of 111, 351 and 516 µm droplet streams (a). Focus parameter (b)

and relative error on the diameter measurement (c) in respect to the distance from the focal

plane.

were then chosen to have both an error less than 5 % on size measurement and

and a depth of field as large as possible. Figure 4 shows the relation between

the depth of field and the droplet diameter. A threshold of the focus parameter

equal to 0.23 was chosen giving the following linear relationship between the

depth of field (DOF) and the diameter (d) (both expressed in m):205

DOF = 0.85 d+ 0.00078 (3)

2.3. Particle tracking velocimetry (PTV)

Particles are tracked between image pairs for velocity computing. Several

criteria are required to find the same droplet on two successive frames with a high

level of confidence. The most evident criterion is the conservation of diameter.210

The second is the displacement expected between two frames. In an agricultural

spray the mean droplet direction is known, providing a hypothetic localization

of a droplet on the second exposure. The search area on the second frame was

defined as a circular sector oriented along the mean flow direction (Figure 5).
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Figure 4: Depth of field for the different droplet diameters according to the focus parameter.

The dashed lines correspond to linear regressions.

Flow direction First exposure
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Figure 5: Droplet tracking principle using a search area based on the size conservation of the

droplet and a priori knowledge of the flow direction in order to retrieve the same droplet on

two successive frames.
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The opening angle θ is defined by the maximum angle between the main flow215

direction and a particle displacement, depending on radial dispersion intensity.

Maximal displacement of a particle between two frames is determined according

to the delay between the two exposures and a maximal velocity assumption for

the spray:

Dmax = vmax∆t (4)

whereDmax is the maximal displacement [m], vmax is the maximal velocity [m/s]220

and ∆t is the time between the two exposures [s]. The values chosen for the

displacement and the distance criteria define the measurement confidence. Too

permissive criteria provide mismatching and finally error in computed velocity.

Inversely, too restrictive criteria limit the pair matching and result in a mislead-

ing velocity measurement. These errors can be removed by post processing or225

by adjusting the maximum displacement to the droplet diameter according to

an iterative procedure thanks to the high velocity-size correlation into sprays

(Lefebvre, 1988).

2.4. Droplet size distribution

Droplets do not have an equal probability to be measured due to the volu-230

metric sampling method. Sampling probability is depending both on the size

of the probe volume and on the residence time of the droplets into this volume,

which depends on droplet velocity and size. A slow droplet remains longer in

the probe volume and in turn is more likely to be recorded on the subsequent

frame than a fast droplet.235

Furthermore, the larger the droplet, the higher the probability to touch the

image edges and to be rejected during the object localisation step. Droplet

size distribution is established by weighting the volumetric contribution of the

accepted droplets by a correcting factor (CF ), which is defined as follows:

CF =
v

FOVcorDOF
(5)

where v is the droplet velocity [m/s], DOF is the optical set-up depth of field240

[m] expressed by equation 3 in respect to the droplet diameter and FOVcor is the
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Figure 6: Illustration of the corrected field of view (FOVcor) in dashed line which is defined as

the area on the first image wherein the droplet center must be located in order to be measured.

To be measured a droplet cannot be cropped by the image edge and has to fully appear on

the second image.

corrected camera field of view [m2], which is the image area in which a droplet

must occur in the first acquisition to be measured (Figure 6) and is determined

as follows:

FOVcor =
[
(l − d)− (v∆t)

]
(L− d) (6)

where L and l are the length and the width of the image respectively [m], d is245

the droplet diameter [m] and ∆t is the time between two exposures [s]. It is

assumed that the vertical component of the droplet velocity is much larger than

the horizontal one, which means that the algorithm does not take into account

the possible exit of a droplet from the side of the image.

2.5. Image processing implementation250

Matlab R2013a with image processing toolbox was chosen as technical com-

puting language to implement the above image processing and analysis. The

Matlab routines are available with an example at the permanent URL: http:

//hdl.handle.net/2268/150929.
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Table 1: Combination of nozzle and pressure defining the different spray class boundaries with

the respective nominal flow rate.

Spray class

boundary
Nozzle Pressure [bar]

Nominal

flow rate [L/min]

VF/F Teejet TP 110 01 4.5 0.48

F/M Teejet TP 110 03 3 1.18

M/C Teejet TP 110 06 2.5 2.16

C/VC Teejet TP 80 08 2.5 2.88

VC/UC Teejet TP 65 10 1.5 2.80

UC/XC Teejet TP 65 15 1.5 4.18

2.6. Reference nozzles-pressure combinations255

Spray characterization was performed on a set of reference nozzles using the

imaging technique and compared with the PDPA laser technique. Six stainless

steel flat fan nozzles (Sprayings Systems Co., Wheaton, USA) are currently used

in round-robin tests in the framework of the ISO/DIS 25358 ”Crop protection

equipment - Droplet-size spectra from atomizers - Measurement and classifica-260

tion”, to define boundaries for nozzle classification: Very Fine (VF), Fine (F),

Medium (M), Coarse (C), Very Coarse (VC), Ultra Coarse (UC) and Extremely

Coarse (XC). The six nozzle/pressure combinations are presented in Table 1.

Tap water was used as liquid and the spray pressure was set with a maximum

relative error of 3 %.265

2.7. Measuring protocol

2.7.1. Imaging technique

For the imaging technique, the measurements were realized 0.5 m below the

nozzle and covered 1/4
th

of the whole spray assuming the spray to be symmet-

rical (Figure 7). The scan of the spray was realized by recordings 1500 pair of270

images per line on 8 lines of 0.85 m spaced by 0.001 m. During the recording of

the images, the nozzle was moving at 0.0425 m/s along the spray major axis.
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Figure 7: Scanning pattern used for the characterization of the sprays.

Finally, the droplet size distribution was retrieved by gathering the data from

each scanning line. For the coarser nozzle-pressure combination (UC/XC), 2250

pairs of images per line have been taken in order to have sufficient amount of275

droplets.

2.7.2. PDPA

A TSI/Aerometrics PowerSight solid state laser-based PDPA system was

used (Nuyttens et al., 2007). The system comprises an Argon-Ion laser, a fiber-

optic transmitter and receiver, a signal analyzer, and FlowSizer-software. By280

means of the fiber-optic transmitter the laser beams are focused to cross over

at a distance equal to the focal length (500 mm) of the transmitter lens. The

sampling area is formed by the intersecting beams and has the shape of an el-

lipsoid. When a droplet passes the sampling area, the laser light is refracted.

The fiber-optic receiver collects the scattered laser light. The light is directed285

by a prism pack to three photomultiplier tubes (PMTs) which convert the light

signals into electrical signals to be processed for velocity and size information

by the signal analyzer. Each PMT produces a signal with a frequency pro-

portional to the particle velocity taken perpendicularly to the sampling area.

Therefore, the measured velocity corresponds to the vertical component of the290

droplet velocity. The phase shift between the signals from two different PMTs
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is proportional to the size of the spherical particles. Measurement ranges for ve-

locity and diameter can be changed through variations in the optical equipment,

laser beam separation, and lens focal lengths of the transmitting and receiving

optics. Settings on the instrument were chosen to cover a size range of 3 to 1113295

µm. A cross-section average sample was obtained across the spray plume at

0.5 m distances from the nozzle outlet by moving the nozzle on a scan pattern.

For the PDPA measurements, the full spray pattern was sampled by scanning 9

lines. In general, a different scan trajectory was programmed depending on the

type of nozzle. Scanning speed was set that each scan yielded data for at least300

10 000 droplets with the PDPA.

3. Results and discussion

3.1. Droplet measurement

The post processing of the 12 000 pairs of images per nozzle-pressure com-

bination took in average 100 minutes. Matlab R2013a was used on a desktop305

computer with a processor Intel i7-4930k and 16 go of ram. The table 2 presents

the number of droplets for each nozzle-pressure combinations. For the imaging

technique, 15 000 to 95 000 droplets were recorded at the end of the whole scan.

In order to have more than 15 000 droplets, extra videos have been recorded

for the UC/XC spray. For the PDPA, from 50 000 up to 85 000 droplets were310

measured during the scanning process. The rejected droplets for the imaging

correspond to the droplets detected on the first frame which couldn’t be track

on the second frame. The rejected droplets for the PDPA are due to three rea-

sons. Firstly, there is a size-intensity validation, a certain droplet size should

have a certain range of intensity of the refracted light. Secondly, extreme values315

are rejected by putting some ranges (this is rejecting only 1 or a few droplets

per scan). Thirdly, only droplets where we have values for size and velocity are

kept. PDPA presents lower amount of rejected droplets, however rejection arise

from different origin so it’s difficult to compare.
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Table 2: Number of droplets measured and rejected with both technique for each nozzle-

pressure combinations.

Number of Relative number of

measured droplets rejected droplets [%]

Imaging PDPA Imaging PDPA

VF/F 96 918 75 205 10.2 5.1

F/M 47 322 79 191 9.1 2.9

M/C 40 720 77 909 9.2 3.8

C/VC 35 573 85 630 14.9 4.5

VC/UC 15 998 69 821 9.0 6.8

UC/XC 20 682 55 095 8.5 4.1

The spatial distribution of the accepted and the rejected droplets for the320

imaging technique can be displayed over the field of view. The figure 8 ag-

gregated the accepted and the rejected droplets from all the nozzle-pressure

combinations measurements. Each pixel of the figure corresponds to a square

of 500 µm x 500 µm on the field of view. The accepted droplets are quite uni-

formly distributed, except on the sides of the field of view were less droplets325

have been measured because in this area the droplets are more prone to exit

the field of view on the second frame or to be cropped by the image border. A

large volume of the rejected droplets (65 %) is located in the lower 1 mm of the

field of view. Since the droplets are crossing the field of view from the top to

the bottom, this high rejection rate is due to the exit of the droplet from the330

field of view between the first and the second frame. The droplet rejected on

the sides of the field of view (1 mm from the side and neglecting the lower 1

mm) represent 9.4 % of the overall rejected volume. There is a higher droplet

rejection (5.4 %) on the right side of the field view than on the left side (4 %).

This dissymmetry is explained by the fact that only the right half side of the335

spray triangle is scanned. Therefore, it corresponds to the droplet on the edge

of the spray which have a higher horizontal velocity. The exit of the field of
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Figure 8: Spatial distribution of the rejected and the accepted droplets on the field of view.

The droplets from all the imaging measurements have been used to build this spatial distri-

bution.

view by the droplets are mainly occurring at the bottom side as supposed by

the field of view correction which has been proposed in 2.4. The other rejected

droplets may come from droplet merging, exit of the probe volume by the third340

axis or fail of the image processing on the first or second frame.

3.2. Effect of the correcting factor

The figure 9a presents the relative number of measured droplet in respect to

the droplet diameter with both techniques. Only the F/M case is showed since

the six cases presented similar trends. The results of the imaging technique345

are presented before and after the correction of the sampling inhomogeneity

detailed in the section §2.4. The correction decreases the peak located around
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Figure 9: Relative number of droplet and relative cumulative volume in respect to the droplet

diameter for both techniques for the F/M case. The imaging results are given before and after

the correction of the sampling inhomogeneity.

75 µm and increases the proportion of droplets larger than 150 µm. The figure

9b shows the relative cumulative volume in respect to the droplet diameter. On

this representation, the coarsening effect of the correction is highlighted. With350

the correction the imaging results are closer to the PDPA data. An example of

the relative variation of each component of the correcting factor according to

the droplet diameter is presented on the figure 10. The depth of field and the

correction of the field of view have a low range of variation equal to 1.54 and

1.15 respectively whilst the velocity has a range of variation of 7. This shows355

the preponderance of the velocity in the value of the correction factor. Since the

velocity is increasing with the diameter, the correction is increasing the relative

proportion of large droplets.

3.3. Droplet size distribution

Figure 11 compares the cumulative volumetric droplet size distribution be-360

tween the PDPA and the imaging technique for the 6 reference nozzle-pressure

combinations. Concerning the imaging technique, the 6 droplet size distribu-

tions are well differentiated showing that the imaging technique is able to mea-

sure small and coarse droplets with the same set-up. The smallest measured

droplet had a diameter of 40 µm and the largest droplet had a diameter of365
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Figure 10: Relative value of the different correcting factors in respect to the droplet diameter

for the F/M case.

1300 µm. The coarser sprays present less smooth curves because of the lower

number of droplets recorded. The comparison between imaging technique and

PDPA measurement provides some general trends. For the finest sprays (V F/F

F/M), both techniques measured similar droplet size distributions. Whilst for

the coarser sprays, there is a significative difference: for the M/C and C/V C370

sprays, the imaging technique measured a finer droplet size distribution and

for the V C/XC and XC/UC sprays the imaging technique measured coarser

droplet size distribution.

The Figure 12 compares the measurements of Dv10, Dv50 and Dv90 obtained

with both techniques. Dv10, Dv50 and Dv90 are corresponding to the maximum375

particle diameter below which 10 %, 50 % and 90 % of the sample volume exists,

respectively. For all the sprays, the imaging technique gave a lower Dv10 than

the PDPA. The difference between both measurements is roughly increasing

with the droplet size spectrum. This observation is surprising since the imaging

technique does not take into account the droplets smaller than 40 µm, so it was380

expected to overestimate the Dv10. The Dv50 measurements were quite similar

between both techniques except for the M/C case for which the difference is

significant (62 µm). The error bars show the standard error on the average.

This error has been computed by considering the three scans as independent.

The error is low for the most of the cases, except for the Dv90 measurements385
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Figure 11: Cumulative volumetric droplet size distribution for the 6 spray class boundaries.

Imaging technique and PDPA are represented by the circle with full lines and the square with

the dashed lines respectively.

of the coarse nozzle with the imaging technique. This relatively high error can

be explained by the low amount of large droplet recorded because of their lower

presence and their lower sampling probability with the imaging technique. The

Dv90 comparison shows large discrepancies for the coarser sprays (V C/UC and

UC/XC). In these coarse sprays, the imaging technique recorded large (≥390

1 mm) and fast (≥ 13 m/s) droplets which have a significant contribution on

the final volumetric droplet size distribution. These droplets may not have been

detected by the PDPA system because their diameter exceeded the maximum

detectable diameter or because of their non sphericity. Table 3 presents the

average and the standard deviation of the difference in term of Dv10, Dv50 and395

Dv90 between two neighboring spray classes i.e. ∆Dv10i = (Dv10i+1 −Dv10i).

Imaging technique presents a higher spacing uniformity between each reference

spray.

Table 4 presents for each technique the measured relative span factor (RSF)

computed as: RSF =(Dv90-Dv10)/Dv50. For most of the sprays, the imaging400
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Figure 12: Dv10, Dv50 and Dv90 [µm] for the 6 reference sprays. Imaging technique and

PDPA are represent by full lines with circles and the dashed lines with squares respectively.

Table 3: Average, standard deviation and coefficient of variation of the difference between

following spray class boundary.

∆Dv10 ∆Dv50 ∆Dv90

Avg Std CV Avg Std CV Avg Std CV

[µm] [µm] [%] [µm] [µm] [%] [µm] [µm] [%]

Imaging 27.3 6.1 22.3 76.5 18.1 23.7 139.6 43.1 30.1

PDPA 38.2 12.2 31.9 72.4 28.4 39.2 96.0 53.3 55.5
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Table 4: Relative span factor measured for each spray class boundaries for PDPA and imaging

technique.

V F/F F/M M/C C/V C V C/UC UC/XC

Imaging 0.94 1.22 1.31 1.18 1.22 1.31

PDPA 0.94 0.97 1.00 1.00 0.98 0.85

technique presents a larger value of RSF with RSF values of 1.2 to 1.3 whilst

PDPA measured almost constant RSF ranging around 1. For the coarsest spray,

PDPA measured a surprisingly low value of RSF which may be explained by the

difficulty of the PDPA to measure coarse droplet leading to an underestimation

of the Dv90.405

3.4. Droplet velocity distribution

In the present section, the comparisons are realized for the droplet vertical

velocity since it’s the only velocity component measured by the PDPA. The

figure 13 shows the average velocity measured according to the droplet diam-

eter class for both techniques. The average velocity has been computed with410

diameter classes of 50 µm for bins having at least 25 droplets. Discrepancies

between both techniques mainly appears for larger droplets. The source of these

differences may be a combination of an error on size and velocity measurement,

a too small sample or a difference in the operating conditions.

The figure 14 shows the cumulative volumetric droplet velocity distribution415

for the 6 different nozzle-pressure combinations. The droplet velocity is ranging

from 0 to 20 m/s. For the finer sprays, the velocity is increasing with the droplet

size. The highest speeds were found for the C/VC nozzle-pressure combination.

This high speed may justify the relatively higher percentage of rejected droplets

observed for this nozzle-pressure combination with the imaging technique. The420

differences observed between both techniques mainly arise from the difference

in term of droplet size measurements since the size/velocity behavior is similar

with both technique.
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Figure 13: Average velocity measured per diameter class of 50 µm with both techniques. The

error bars indicate the standard error on the mean.
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Figure 14: Cumulative volumetric droplet velocity distribution for the 6 different nozzle-

pressure combinations. Imaging technique and PDPA are represented by the circle with full

lines and the square with the dashed lines respectively.

4. Conclusion

A digital image acquisition technique and analysis algorithm was proposed425

for droplet size and velocimetry measurements. The image acquisition set-up

and the image processing method has been detailed. The droplet size distribu-

tions of a set of reference sprays defined in the ISO/DIS 25358 were measured

using the proposed imaging technique and a PDPA laser. Concerning the imag-

ing technique, the 6 sprays droplet size distributions were differentiated well.430

The smallest droplet measured had a diameter of 40 µm and the largest droplet

measured had a diameter of 1300 µm. The comparison between imaging tech-

nique and PDPA measurement provided some global trends. For the finest spray

(V F/F ), both techniques measured a similar droplet size distributions. Whilst

for the coarser sprays, there is a significant difference: for the F/M and M/C435

sprays, the imaging measured a finer droplet size distribution and for the C/V C,

V C/XC and XC/UC sprays the imaging technique measured coarser droplet
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size distribution. PDPA measurements tend to measure an equivalent Dv50, a

higher Dv10 and a lower Dv90 than the imaging technique leading therefore to a

lower relative span factor. Velocity measurements showed good agreement be-440

tween both techniques except for one nozzle/pressure combination. Therefore,

comparison of two measurements realized with each method should be realized

carefully knowing these differences. The Dv50 seems to be the best parameter

for comparisons since both techniques provide similar value.
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